Declarative models are a commonly used approach to deal with software complexity: by abstracting away the intricacies of the implementation these models are often easier to understand than the underlying code. Popular modeling languages such as UML can however become complex to use when modeling systems in sufficient detail.
INTRODUCTION
Abstraction is a key concept for dealing with complexity. By abstracting away details of the implementation one can construct a higher-level model that is easier to understand than the underlying code. Although the relations between successive abstraction layers are varied, a common theme is that of separating what a system does from how it is actually done. We call the approaches that rely on this distinction declarative.
An important element of a declarative approach is the language used for representing the high-level models. The de-facto standard for modeling objectoriented systems is the Unified Modeling Language (Object Management Group, 2003) . The UML is a powerful language for describing systems at various levels of abstraction and from multiple viewpoints. It has a large number of diagrams available for describing systems from different perspectives, each with their own syntax and semantics. This expressiveness also means that UML is a rather large and complex language.
The complexity and size of the language becomes a hindrance when designing systems at a detailed level. While it is possible in principle to transform UML into an executable language (Raistrick et al., 2000) by instrumenting it with a precise Action Semantics (Alcatel et al., 2000) this results in an even bigger language. Indeed executability and simplicity seem to be conflicting goals if we judge by previous attempts. The main subject of this paper is a new executable model, the EP-model, that is based on a rather trivial observation: certain aspects of programs can be easily presented in a simple form at a declarative level while other aspects are much more difficult to capture at such a level. Our basic approach to this problem is that of leaving things that are truly complex to describe at a low level (source code) and extracting only those aspects that can easily be presented.
We now discuss the main features of EP-models and contrast them with existing approaches. The simplicity of EP-models is mainly due to the small number of concepts that they are based on: indeed the high-level metamodel can be described using only two types of entities -events and properties -and four types of relationships among those entities (see Figure 1) .
The second main feature of EP-models is their executability. Executability by itself is not a new idea (e.g., (Belina and Hogrefe, 1989; Raistrick et al., 2000) ). What makes our model interesting is the fact that executability is achieved without relying on a overly complex language for the modeling notation.
Instead we propose a hybrid approach in which the model itself is unchanged but code segments annotate the various modeling elements to allow executability. A useful characteristic of our hybrid approach is the "locality" of the code segments: indeed each code snippet can only refer to the model elements that are adjacent to the element that it annotates.
Clearly this locality reduces coupling since it disallows the code to access elements that it is not related to. Although there have been a few approaches to reduce coupling at the method level (the Law of Demeter (Lieberherr and Holland, 1989) is representative of such approaches) current approaches are rather lowlevel in the sense that they refer to an existing class structure. On the other hand the EP-models provide a "sandboxing" approach for code that is situated at a higher semantic level.
Finally, EP-models model both static and dynamic aspects of a system in a single diagram. On the other hand UML separates static and dynamic aspects into different diagrams. One reason for this difference lies in the fact that while UML is largely grounded in the object-oriented paradigm our model combines ideas from both object-oriented and functional programming: it borrows the notion of state from objectoriented programming while representing dynamic behavior as functions without side-effects that are decomposed over the state. We remark that the idea of combining the functional and object-oriented paradigms is not new but most attempts have focused so far at the level of programming language design (e.g., (Hughes and Sparud, 1995; Rémy and Vouillon, 1997; Odersky and Wadler, 1997) ). This paper is organized as follows: the next section presents an overview of EP-models and gives a high-level metamodel. In section 3 we present an example that will be used for illustrating the concepts in this paper. Section 4 presents the static structure of EP-models in terms of local properties. Section 5 shows how the dynamic behavior of the system can be modeled using events. It also shows that the state transformation can be represented by a class of functions called centered functions. In sections 6 to 8 we show how functional decomposition can be used to model the state transformation. We explain in section 9 how one can model the initialization of EP-models. Section 10 describes how to interface EP-models with existing libraries. We also describe a simple component model for our models (section 11). In section 12 we list the main steps in modeling an application. The last section elaborates on the potential applications of EP-models. 
EP-SYSTEMS AND EP-MODELS
In this section we present a brief overview of the new models. EP-models are named after the two types of entities that they contain: events and properties. EP-models are assembled into EP-systems. Each EPsystem represents a software application consisting of a set of EP-models.
There are four relationships defined between the entities of an EP-model:
• a parent relationship between events
• a parent relationship between properties
• an impacts relationship between events and properties
• a feeds relationship between properties and events While the impacts and feeds relationships are restricted to the same model, this is not the case for the other two relationships: thus, an event can be a parent of an event in a different model; similarly a property can be a parent of a property in a different model. Figure 1 shows a high-level metamodel in UML class diagram notation (Object Management Group, 2003) .
Properties represent state information in an EPsystem while events are the external triggers that will transform the state of the system. The parent relation between events models the propagation of the event through the system. The parent relation between properties describes a dependency between different pieces of data. The effect an event has on the state is represented by an impacts link from the event to the properties that it modifies. A property feeds an event if the event requires this information to affect the system state in the proper way.
AN EXAMPLE: FLASHCARDS
To illustrate the concepts introduced below, we will make use of a simple application called FlashCards that will be used as a running example. The application allows the user to design and work with a set of flash cards. A flash card contains of a question and an answer. Flash cards are commonly used as a study aid. The application should allow the user to add a number of flash cards, specifying for each card the corresponding question-answer pair. The main window should present an overview of the cards entered so far. The user can enter a special quiz mode: in this mode he can review the flash cards one at a time. For each flash card the question is displayed and the user can choose to also view the answer.
THE STATIC VIEW: LOCAL PROPERTIES AND THE SYSTEM STATE
The static structure of an EP-system is given by a set of local properties in each model. (A second class of properties named query properties will be introduced in a later section.) Local properties have a type. The type has a name and an associated set of values. This type can be either internal or external: an internal type is given by another model in the EP-system. Examples of external types are the built-in types of a programming language or a class in a class library; external types are not represented by EP-models. A property is either single-valued or multi-valued. We call multivalued properties also collection properties. Condition In any system state the id's of the instances are unique.
EVENTS, THE TRANSFORMATION MAPPING AND CENTERED FUNCTIONS
External triggers that modify the current system state are represented in a model by a local event. (Another class of events -remote events -will be presented in a later section.) A local event has a type and a source.
The event type is platform-specific: in Java an event type is a pair (l, m) where l is a listener interface and m a method of this interface.
The source of an event is a property of the model that contains the event. Notation We also use s(x) to denote a system state s centered at x.
Definition 8 A centered function is a function whose domain is a set of centered states (for the given EPsystem). If the domain is limited to M -states, we call the centered function an M -function.
We may view the transformation mapping F e as a centered function that maps the current state centered at the locus of the event to the result state.
The transformation mapping completely describes the dynamic behavior of an EP-system. The remainder of this paper is essentially looking at the question how to best represent centered function F e .
BICENTERED FUNCTIONS
To represent the transformation mapping, we shall decompose it into simpler functions. First we need to define the effect an event has on a system state.
Definition 9 A local event e affects a local property p if for some system state the value of this property is changed on some instance of this state when the event occurs. In this case we also say that the local event affects the instance. To fully describe a local event e, it suffices to specify the effect of e on each property affected by e. The effect of e on property p can be expressed by the function that returns the new value of property p on an instance of the result state after e occurs on the current state; we denote this function by F e,p . 
The centered function F e is fully specified by the special bicentered functions F e,p , where p ranges over all properties affected by e. We have thus reduced the problem of decomposing the centered transformation mapping F e into that of decomposing the related special functions F e,p . Before we describe how to decompose special functions, we explain how to decompose centered functions since they will be used in the decomposition of special bicentered functions.
DECOMPOSING CENTERED FUNCTIONS USING PROPERTY GRAPHS
In this section we shall describe how to decompose centered functions and how to represent this decomposition in EP-models.
The computation of a centered function will be based on the decomposition of this function into "simpler" functions. Each centered function is represented at the model level by a query property. Local properties and query properties together make up the set of properties of an EP-system. To decompose the query property, we first describe which values a query property depends on. This is done by defining for each query property a property graph. Intuitively, a local edge represents a dependency of two properties on the same instance while forward and inverse edges represent a dependency between two properties on two separate instances connected by the link property p.
At the model level we represent the property graph by adding a parent relation link from a query property to each of its children properties. The parent relation has two attributes: the link property (undefined for local edges) and type (local/forward/inverse). Figure 4 shows the property graph for the nextIndex query property nextIndex: this query property computes the index of the next card to be displayed in the quiz dialog. The property graph contains two local edges and one inverse edge (having link property quizDialog).
Example 6
To define the centered function for a query property, we need to assign to the nodes of the property graph functions that compute the value of the property in terms of the values of child properties.
Definition 13 A parametrization of a property graph is an assignment of a function to each query property q in the property graph that expresses the query property in terms of the values of child properties
Given a parametrized property graph for query property q we define the centered function q(s(y)) represented by q recursively by:
Note that the children properties q i may be query properties or local properties.
The instances y i at which q i is evaluated depends on the nature of the child link: if (q, q i ) is a local link then y i = y. If (q, q i ) is a forward edge with link property p, then y i is an instance referred to by y via property p (in s). Lastly if (q, q i ) is an inverse edge with link property p, then y i is an instance that refers to y via property p (in s).
At the model level we represent this function by adding a code snippet to each query property that computes the value of the property in terms of the values of children properties. 
DECOMPOSING SPECIAL FUNCTIONS USING EVENT GRAPHS
To decompose the F e,p functions, we will need to precisely define what instances in the result state are affected by an event. This will be done by associating with each local event an event graph.
To define the event graph for a local event, we first add to each model a set of remote events. Remote events, unlike local events, do not have a type and source attribute. Local events and remote events together make up the set of events of an EP-system.
We may think of remote events as the representatives of a local event in other EP-models. Notation We denote the event graph for a local event e by G e .
At the level of EP-models we represent event links using a parent relation between events: each parent link connects a source event to a target event; it has as attributes a property (the link property, undefined for local links) and a type attribute (with values: forward/inverse/local).
Example 8 Figure 5 
We now describe how the parametrization is represented at the model level. We may view a local property as a very simple centered function that returns the value at the center of its argument state. We represent more general centered functions in EP-models by query properties (see previous section).
We represent the attachment of a centered function to an event by introducing a feeds relation from the query property to the event. Each non-local event in an EP-model has a set of parameters. The function F g,l is represented by attaching a code snippet for parameter g to the parent link from the source to the target event. We shall decompose the F e,p functions by expressing them in terms of parameters and attached centered functions of some events. For this to be meaningful, we first need to express parameters and attached centered functions themselves as special functions. This can be done with the help of the instance event graph G e,s (x) . This graph is defined inductively:
(e, x) is a node of G e,s(x)

if (e , y) is a node of G e,s(x)
and l = e → p e" is a forward event link in G e , then (e", z) is a node and there is edge (e , y) → (e", z) labeled with l, provided y refers to z in s via property p; if p is a collection property, we also add the key value to the label of the edge.
and l = e → e" is a local event link in G e , then (e", y) is a node of G e,s(x) and there is edge (e , y) → (e", y) labeled l.
if (e , y) is a node of G e,s and l = e → p e" is a reverse event link, then (e", z) is a node of G e,s(x)
and there is edge (e , y) → (e", z) labeled l, provided z refers to y in s via property p.
Example 10 To obtain the instance event graph for the event graph in figure 5, simply replace each event e by the pair (e, y) where y denotes an instance of the model containing e. Note that all of the link properties are single-valued.
We can express parameters and attached centered functions as special functions by defining their value at a node of the instance event graph G e,s(x) as follows:
• for a centered function f attached to an event e let f (e , y) = f (s(y));
• for a parameter g of an event e let
where l is the label of an edge (e", z) → (e , y) in the instance event graph
We now explain how to decompose the functions F e,p with the help of the parameters and centered functions attached to events. (e , y), . . . , f k (e , y)) where the f i s are the parameters and centered functions attached to e and F e,p (y) denotes F e,p (s(x), s (y)).
Definition 18 A decomposition of a property p over a parametrized event graph G e is a set of events E(p) in G e that belong to the model containing p and that satisfy two conditions -property p can be decomposed over every event in E(p) -each instance on which p is affected by e is in the cover of some event in E(p).
We model a property p being decomposed into a set of events by introducing an impacts link from each event in E(p) to p. On each impacts link we add a code snippet that expresses F e,p in terms of the parameters and centered functions at the source event (i.e. the code snippet implements the function h of definition 17). For the following theorem we shall assume that each instance event graph for a given event graph is acyclic. We can drop this requirement if we mark nodes of the event graph as visited in the build procedure and do not visit any node twice. Theorem Given a parametrized event graph G e for a local event e over which each property affected by e has a decomposition, the call build(e, s(x)) computes the result state for e.
Proof Fix a property p affected by e. It suffices to show that on each instance of the current state p is set to the correct value. First note that if (e , y) is visited and e impacts p then the value of p will be correctly set by the assumption (and definition 17). Second if an instance has a different value for p in the result state then it is visited by build; this follows again from the assumption (and definition 18).
INITIALIZING EP-SYSTEMS
How does one specify the initial state of an EPSystem? We can model the initialization via a special init event: this event occurs automatically exactly once, namely when the system starts up. Note that the init event has no no type and no explicit source.
We shall assume that every EP-system contains a Main model and that that at system startup a unique instance of the Main model is created. The init event can only be defined on the Main model. If it is defined, it will occur on the unique Main instance. Besides those differences we treat init just like any other event, that is, we define an event graph for init and we define query properties and parameters. We assume that each type has an associated default value. It is often useful to define initial values for local properties of a newly created instance that are different from the default values -not only at application startup.
Example 13 The property addButton in Main represents a Swing button. It should initially appear with the caption "add". The default value of any object of an external reference type is null which is not the initial value that we would want in this case.
To express this, we allow one to associate with local properties functions that compute the initial value of these properties when an instance of this model is created. We may view this function as a centered function with the provision that this function will be evaluated on a system state consisting of only this instance.
Definition 19 An initialization function for a local property p is a function that specifies the default value of a property when a new instance of the containing model is created. We denote this function by I p .
We can decompose function I p into initialization functions for other local properties or into centered function represented by query properties: we represent such a decomposition by defining a property graph for the local property. Note that this graph should only have local edges since it will be evaluated on the state consisting only of this instance.
At the model level we represent I p by a code snippet that is associated with property p and by the parent links of the property graph (as we did for query functions). Example 14 To initialize addButton properly we associate the following code snippet with the property: result = new javax.swing.JButton("add");
INTERFACING EXTERNAL TYPES
For the EP-model to be useful in practice one needs to be able to interface it with existing software, typically in the form of class libraries or component frameworks. According to the definition given above EP-models already allow the use of external typesin fact they depend on it: any property that does not refer to other instances is necessarily of an external type. Examples of such types are the Java types int and java.lang.String.
In the EP-models all we can do is set a property of this type to a new value. While this is sufficient for primitive types it may not work for reference types. Indeed there is no provision at this point to query properties of external types for information they may contain. Similarly it is not possible to modify attributes of external instances.
We propose two approaches for dealing with this problem. The first approach is based on exposing the properties of the external type in an EP-model. We call such a model an adapter model for the external type. This only works if the external type follows the conventions of EP-models. For types that do not conform to these rules we can write special adapter classes: these are classes that cast the external type into a form that can then be used by an adapter model.
Adapter models
Since we are dealing with external types, the notion of adapter model is to some extent dependent on the particular platform that we use. In the case of Java there is a standard component frame work named Javabeans that lends itself readily for the use in adapter models. Indeed Javabeans components have properties that are similar to EP-properties: they have a name, a type and a value. They also have getter and setter methods associated with them to access and set their values.
For a particular component we can create an EPmodel that exposes some of the properties of the component as EP-properties: these properties have the same name and type as their counterpart in the external component. The model acts in some sense as a Facade to the external component: in fact instances for this model are really external instances. Any modification or access of property values are interpreted in terms of calling the setter and getter methods on the associated external instance. 
Adapter classes
Sometimes we would like to reuse an external type but we cannot do so because it does not conform to the rules of EP-models. As an example consider the Javabean javax.swing.JDialog. This component represents a dialog that awaits input from the user. One of the properties that we would need is a components property -a property of some collection type that contains all graphical components in the dialog. Unfortunately JDialog is particular in the sense that components cannot be added directly but rather they must be added to the contentPane of the JDialog instance. Thus the code d.getContentPane().add(new JPanel()) adds a new panel to a dialog. We have no way to express this level of "redirection" in the EPmodel: even if we expose the property contentPane we cannot invoke any method on it; all we can do is reset its value.
The solution to this problem is to write an adapter class. An adapter class is essentially a class that adds new getter and setter functions to an existing class that does not offer the corresponding fields. The accessor functions call methods on the underlying class that implement the correct behavior.
For the JDialog class we may create a SimpleJDialog class that inherits from JDialog and offers additional setter and getter functions for a components property. To add new components to a dialog, we only need to modify the value of this component property (which is of a collection type). To express this in an EP-model, simply define an adapter model for the adapter class and import the relevant properties, including those that the adapter class "simulates".
A SIMPLE COMPONENT MODEL
For developing larger systems it is essential that one may use a library of reusable components. EPmodels naturally lend themselves to be used as components. Indeed a model may offer a number of remote events with parameters, some local events as well as some properties. To use the component, one can make events from other models have as children remote events of the model, making sure to specify the needed parameter functions. Similarly by declaring properties of other models to be parents of properties in the EP-model, one can extract data from the component. Finally by choosing events of other models to have as parent a local event in the component, one allows local events from component models to propagate into other models. Note that none of these "customizations" requires doing any changes to the component model.
Example 16
The init event has as child the setDisplayProperty event of the EOPList model (see figure  6 ) and it specifies on the child link the value of the unique parameter of this event.
PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER
In this section we give an overview of the different steps needed to develop an EP-system. The first step consists in identifying the EP-models and their local properties. This is similar to identifying the basic concepts represented by classes in an object-oriented system. Any standard text on objectoriented analysis and design, e.g. (Richter, 1999) , will describe methods for doing this. We include in this step also the specification of the initialization functions for the local properties (with the associated property graphs).
The next step is to identify the local events in the EP-system. One particular local event is the init event (see section 9). Other local events correspond to external stimuli. If we represent the requirements for the application with use cases (Object Management Group, 2003) In the third step we implement each local event. This involves several substeps:
• consider a given local event e and identify the properties that are affected by this event.
• construct an event graph for e over which each of these properties can be decomposed. This involves adding remote events and the parent links among these events. • parametrize the event graph; this may entail the definition of new query properties feeding remote events
• for each newly defined query property define a property graph and attach code snippets to each non-local property in this graph
• add impacts links from the events into which a property is decomposed to the property and associate code snippets with these impacts links
Repeating the third step for each local event will result in an executable EP-system that represents the final application. Figures 8 and 9 show two models of the finished FlashCards application (remote events are marked with an arrow and query properties are marked with a cog wheel).
APPLICATIONS OF EP-SYSTEMS
In this section we discuss possible applications of EP-models.
1. Modeling applications: as we have seen in this paper we can use EP-models to model applications. Because EP-models are executable the EPsystem in fact constitutes the application: no additional code is needed. Of course in practice one would write a code generator for efficient execution. To prove the feasibility of this approach we have developed a tool (Glodt and Kelsen, 2006) that provides a visual environment for designing EP-systems: the tool is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in that supports editing and executing EPmodels with rule-based background code generation; it provides immediate feedback on the syntactic validity of both model elements and usersupplied code-snippets. We certainly do not view our modeling language as a replacement for UML: indeed many UML artifacts such as use cases, class diagrams and deployment diagrams could supplement EP-models by providing high-level views of the application and also describing aspects not represented by our models. The EP-models are probably best used at the detailed design level: indeed UML-based tools tend to become difficult to use when trying to model systems at a rather detailed level. 2. Mastering software complexity: it is difficult to control the complexity of applications designed using classical object-oriented analysis and design methods. Although there are several techniques available for improving the structure of the resulting programs -software methodologies, design patterns, software metrics to name just a few -practical experience all too often shows that developing software with low complexity is an elusive goal. EP-models have a number of features that may help in controlling the complexity of the resulting system: first the fact that EP-systems are executable means that we can work at a higher level of abstraction. In traditional non-executable modeling the higher-level artifacts only represent certain aspects of the final application. To fully understand the behavior of the application, one needs to descend to the level of the source code. Although EPmodels do contain source code these code snippets only compute simple values and are not allowed to have side effects. Furthermore the code snippets may only depend on values that are located on "adjacent" elements in the EP-system. We have implemented (Glodt and Kelsen, 2006) this locality using a sandbox model: the sandbox for a code snippet only contains the values that are accessible by this code in the model. For example the code snippet for a query property may only use values of properties that are children of this property in the property graph for the query property. Traditional source code does not exhibit this strong locality which should help to reduce coupling. 3. A laboratory for testing object-oriented methods and concepts: since our models provide a restricted environment for describing the static and dynamic aspects of an application, they should be easier to analyze and can be used as a testbed for developing mathematical models that may carry over to more unrestricted environments. As an example consider the notion of software complexity mentioned earlier. One reason for the difficulty of achieving low-complexity solutions is the absence of a formal definition of software complexity. Our models exhibit a rather clear combinatorial structure provided by the event and property graphs together with their parametrization. This combinatorial structure should in principle simplify the task of arriving at a satisfying definition of software complexity. Similarly, other techniques such as design patterns or refactoring could be examined in these more restricted models. This could potentially provide a more rigorous basis for these techniques that could carry over at least in part to more traditional software programs. Another benefit of trying out these techniques on EP-models is of course their potential to make the EP-modeling process more effective.
